
Weatherproof Outdoor

Rock Speaker

Boston Acoustics is proud to announce its new Voyager Rock Speakers. An
extension of the Voyager line of outdoor speakers, the new Rock Speakers are
each designed to resemble natural rock formations and provide advanced
audio solutions for “outdoor soundscaping” in all types of environments. 
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Specifications

Bass Unit

Tweeter

Frequency Response (±3dB)

Recommended Amplifier Power

Sensitivity

Dimensions* (HxWxD)

*Dimensions vary by rock formation.
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RK5

51/4" (135mm)

3/4" Soft Dome 

70Hz–20kHz

5-100 watts

89dB

124⁄5 x 10 x 111⁄5"
(352 x 3254 x 285mm)

RK6T2

61/2" (165mm)

2 - 1" Soft Dome 

60Hz–20kHz

10-150 watts

89dB

16 x 123⁄5 x 111⁄5"
(407 x 320 x 285mm)

RK8T2

8" (200mm)

2 - 1" Soft Dome 

50Hz–20kHz

20-200 watts

89dB

181⁄2 x 144⁄5 x 132⁄5"
(470 x 376 x 341mm)
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The Voyager RK5 is in a mono configuration and the

Voyager Models RK6T2 and RK8T2 are dual tweeter

stereo models that employ a dual voice coil woofer

and separate tweeters capable of providing stereo

sound from a single speaker.  All feature a unique

grille design that blends into the surface of the

enclosure and are voiced to match with other models

in Boston Acoustics Voyager line of outdoor audio

solutions. Each model also features a recessed

weatherproof cavity on the on the bottom that can

house an optional 70/100 Volt Transformer for use in

light commercial installations such as restaurants and

bars or in full commercial applications like malls,

theme parks and large retail spaces using constant

voltage to drive multiple speakers. The tough and

durable outdoor speakers feature waterproof and

rustproof hardware, grilles and connectors and are

designed to withstand the harshest outdoor weather

and temperature extremes. 

The new weatherproof Boston Acoustics Rock

Speakers are available in three speaker configurations,

including the Voyager RK5  (51⁄4-inch bass unit),

Voyager RK6T2 (61⁄2-inch bass unit) and Voyager RK8T2

(8-inch bass unit). All speakers are designed to blend

gracefully with virtually any outdoor environment and

all are specially voiced for open-air environments. The

Voyager rock speakers are available in three different

rock formations:  New England Granite, Sandstone

and River Rock. For the best audio reproduction

capabilities, the Rock Speakers feature powerful

mica-filled woofers with a butyl rubber surround. A

custom-stepped basket on all models further

enhances woofer performance by moving the woofer

flush with the surface of the enclosure, minimizing the

sonic “tunnel effect.” High-performance tweeters in

the series include 3⁄4-inch soft domes for the RK5 and

dual 1-inch soft domes in the RK6T2 and RK8T2

models.


